Hello,

My name is Werner Frei, and I am a resident of Los Gatos. I am supporting the Commissioner Pham Equal & Equitable 2.0 and Unity Compromise Map, ID:69159 which takes into account some attributes from the other maps to form a compromise map. I previously wrote in support of the Equal & Equitable 2.0 map, ID: 66950 but the Commissioner Pham Equal & Equitable 2.0 is a better map and a great compromise.

I am still opposed to the original unity map because I believe the residents of my community would not be well represented by this change, pulling us into District 5, which is dominated by the larger cities in the north. Districts should maintain their current boundaries with minor tweaks to balance populations and unify divided communities instead of being subjected to dramatic changes. I encourage you to reject any maps that divide well-established neighborhoods and disempower their residents.

Again, I support the Commissioner Pham Equal & Equitable 2.0 and Unity Compromise Map, ID:69159 which is a sound and equitable compromise for a recommendation the the Board of Supervisors.

With regards and thank you for your efforts.

Werner Frei